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R
amshackle Elizabeth Jennings is tidied here into one thousand and twenty pages of lyrics
closely tripping on each other’s heels, with a Preface, an engaging photograph of a
laughing girl not yet in the thralls of the Wicked Witch of Poetry, and a substantial

Afterword. She was born in 1926 and died in 2001, and, as she came to maturity, poetry was, as
usual, divided between those who believed poetry shadowed out in words more mysterious truths
than the words themselves provided – the Neo-Romantics, Treece, Gascoyne, Thomas in one
camp, and those in another who described with an ironic intelligence the cage in which we usually
find ourselves – the Movement, itself in some ways deriving from the Amis / Ewart world of Beer
and Bints, the wartime Officer Class whooping it up in the Sergeants’ Mess. The third way in
poetry was the way of faith, specifically the Christian faith and assorted symbolisms, with Eliot as
the Master – Kathleen Raine, David Jones, Anne Ridler and Elizabeth Jennings, herself a Roman
Catholic and a troubled one, for whom all gingerbread came with guilt. I remember my first
Jennings, ‘The Counterpart’, cut out of The Listener and scrapbooked in  the late 1950s; though
early, it has many of the qualities that I admire in her work: the formal elegance  and a strong
sense, as Yeats put it, of the trembling of the veil, the parting of curtains between the visible and
invisible worlds. It also has one of the flaws attendant on the symbolic tradition, a reliance on
heraldic imagery and a fondness for abstract discourse:

The symbol on the shield, the dove, the lion

Fixed in a stillness where the darkness folds

In pleated curtains, nothing disarranged:

And only then the eye begins to see.

Well, yes but no, and though a hieratic approach is a constant in Jennings’s work, there is plenty,
too, which gives us a fuller and sometimes a more colloquial reading of the intermeshed worlds she
is at home in. The sometimes over-careful careful arrangement of experience is a prophylactic
against chaos, a healing remedy against the background of a long life survived against a
background of physical frailty, mental disturbance, attempted suicide, and a nature attuned to loss
and elegy:

Even when grief is threatening, even when hope

Seems as far as the furthest star.

Poetry uses me, I am its willing scope

And proud practitioner.

Her lucid, questioning and puzzled poems develop freedoms, draw closer to that unhieratic
natural world she also lovingly celebrated, as in ‘The Feel of Things’, where she  praises  
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The feel of things, the nap, the fringe, the sheen,

To catch the light that circles round the cat

Brushing him as you groom a horse. To show

The rueful tumble of a head of hair,

Its curl, its fall.

That poem closes with a physicality which has come a longish way from my remembered ‘The
Counterpart’ of half a century ago: “The poem is a way of making love / Which all can share. Poets
guide the lips, the hand”. This book is a treasure-house.

Clive Wilmer’s New and Collected Poems are consonant with that of Elizabeth Jennings. ‘The
Goldsmith’, where an amulet is engraved to make “A little space of order: where I find, / Suffused
with light, a dwelling for the mind” has its counterpart in ‘The Counterpart’. Though he has not
taken the rigours and doctrines of one particular faith as a given, Wilmer’s steady, exact and
meditative work is lit by the constant belief that the world of particular creaturely things is a world
of speaking likenesses, that, as Christopher Smart put it in his ‘Nativity Ode’, God “is incarnate,
and a native / Of the very world he made.”

His early book, The Dwelling Place, has as epigraph a wonderful quotation from Wilmer’s
admired Ruskin, in which Ruskin talks of a man’s religion as being a “dwelling-place” built from
custom, region, family pietas and the accidents of personal living. As Ruskin did, he particularises
lovingly, as in ‘Minerals from the Collection of John Ruskin’:

It was the Lord’s design he made apparent 

These bands and blocks of azure, umber, gilt,

Set in their flexing contours...

It comes naturally to Wilmer to praise, to give, to admire, to dedicate poems, to offer tribute,
whether to George Herbert or an old schoolmaster; the book is full, too, of those “flexing
contours” of the world, the thinginess of things. He is with Elizabeth Jennings in his constant
celebration of life, the play of the living powers in hedgerow, meadow, the circumambient
weathers. This is a fine collection, serious, loving and considered.

And now, with a fanfare, comes the Court Jester, Keith Chandler, though as good jesters do,
he speaks unwelcome truths. The title-poem is a hilarious futuristic re-run of the English Civil
War, with Harry dashing about with Challenger tanks doing his Prince Rupert Act, King Charles
exiled to South Georgia and the  New Levellers (temporarily?) in charge. His tone is usually
jaunty-demotic, but also mock-jaunty; the most serious sequence is a chilly set of poems in
different personae, ‘Postcards from Auschwitz’. Camp Doctor, Kapo, Bureaucrat and others offer
their meaningless justifications, and though Kingsley Amis once wrote “In love and war /
Despatches from the front are all”, the unwriting dead can send no despatches we do not write for
them. Keith Chandler’s book is enormously readable, closing with two memorable longer poems,
one on the East Coast floods of 1953, and a witty piece in the persona of escapologist Harry
Houdini, watching fans try their yearly evocation of his spirit, though his ‘ghost’ suffers ghostly
deconstruction:

I never spoke.

Someone else, a Limey puts these thoughts

Into my mouth, aims to ventriloquise

my voice, to ghost-write my non-ghost.

I repeat. There is no come-back. I am dead.

I am not hovering somewhere overhead.
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Read this hilarious and mordant book, and consider what Elizabeth Jennings and Clive
Wilmer would make, philosophically, of that last quotation.

Peter Scupham’s Collected Poems appeared in 2002. His most recent collection is Borrowed Landscapes (Carcanet,
2011).
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